Universal eSATAp Cable
Model:

AAUESP5PT100C

INTRODUCTION
The Addonics Universal eSATAp cable is an eSATA cable with USB power. It
is designed to connect any eSATA storage device to the eSATA port on any
computer or the new eSATA USB Hybrid Port (EUHP) commonly found on
many Notebook computers. When connecting to the EUHP, USB power is
supplied to the eSATA device via various size of power tips, thus providing the
benefit of high speed eSATA connection and the USB self power to many low
power 5V eSATA storage for true portability.To learn more about the eSATA
USB Hybrid port, please visit the following EUHP tutorial page.
The computer end of this cable is designed to fit a standard eSATA port as
well as the eSATA USB Hybrid Port. The device end of the cable comes with a
standard eSATA connector that connects to any eSATA storage and a power
output with interchangeable power tip.

Illustration of different connector shapes as appeared on most computer
eSATAp connector

eSATA connector

Note: The Universal eSATAp cable can also be used as a standard eSATA cable to connect eSATA device.
In such situation, the eSATA device will have to be powered from its own power adapter.

Universal eSATAp Cable
Model:

AAUESP5PT100C

FEATURES
Connect any eSATA storage to eSATA port or the eSATA USB Hybrid Port (EUHP) on a
computer
Provide USB power from the computer to the eSATA device* when connecting to EUHP
5 popular sizes of interchangeable power tips to fit most eSATA storage
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tip length (mm)
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color

POM Yellow
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Power tip C is compatible with Addonics Ruby or Ruby Cipher drive kit and Pocket eSATA/USB
optical drive
cable length - 100 cm. (~3 ft.)
For powering devices with center positive power input jack
*Some USB ports limited the power to 500 mA. This may be inadequate to power certain external eSATA hard drive or optical
drive

SPECIFICIATIONS
eSATAp connector for host side
eSATA connector + power connector with interchangeable power tips for device side
Maximum deliverable power - 2A @ 5V
Polarity - center positive for the power tip
Cable length: 100 cm. (~ 3 ft.)
Weight: ~ 204g (7.2 oz.)
RoHS Compliant
1 year warranty

